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Some facts (a few rather surprising...)
• Adam Riess, NP 2011, at Starmus (Tenerife), about Hubble:

• “Hubble obtained the distances and redshifts of distant nebulae…”   
• “Hubble discovered that the Universe was expanding…”   
• No mention to Vesto Slipher, an extraordinary astronomer

• Brian Schmidt, NP 2011, at Starmus (Tenerife) &                      
Lisa Randall, Harvard U, in Barcelona, about Einstein:

• “Einstein was the first to think about the possibility of a ‘dark energy’…”   
• No mention to Fritz Zwicky, another extraordinary astronomer
• Fritz Zwicky discovered dark matter in the early 1930s while studying how 

galaxies move within the Coma Cluster 
• He was also the first to postulate and use nebulae as gravitational lenses (1937)

• How easily* brilliant astronomers get dismissed
• How easily* scientific myths arise                         *in few decades  

SHOES-
Supernovae







Hubble’s Law
At large scale, the dominant 
movement of our Universe is 
dictated by the law:

V = Ho D

Interpretation:    
1. Proper movement of the galaxies
2. Movement of the reference system, of space-time

Both are right! –But the second prevails at large distances

Ho = (67.8 +/- 0.9) km/s/Mpc [500 Hubble, 1929]
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Principles of General Relativity (GR) 
• The principle of equivalence

• Equivalence of masses: mi = md

• Spacetime is a manifold, locally Minkowskian
• gμν metric tensor or graviton field

• The speed of light is constant, c

• The principle of relativity
• Lorentz invariance; Poincaré inv   − Galilean inv
• Changing inertial reference frames, the equations of physics stay form-invariant

• Vanishing torsion assumption (∇XY−∇YX=[X,Y])
• Christoffel symbols are symmetric
• Can be relaxed (Einstein-Cartan or string theory)

• Reduction to Newton’s laws
• To define the constants





Wikipedia webpage: ``If the known laws of physics are extrapolated to the highest density 
regime, the result is a singularity ..."``Since Georges Lemaître first noted in 1927 that an 
expanding universe could be traced back in time to an originating single point, scientists have 
built on his idea ...“  ``Extrapolation of the expansion of the universe backwards in time using 
general relativity yields an infinite density and temperature at a finite time in the past ..."
French Wikipedia: ``De façon générale, le terme ``Big Bang" est associé à toutes les théories qui 
décrivent notre Univers comme issu d'une dilatation rapide qui fait penser à une explosion ..."
Italian versión: ``La fase iniziale calda e densa è denominata ``Big Bang" ..."
National Geographic: ``Before the big bang, scientists believe, the entire vastness of the 
observable universe, including all of its matter and radiation, was compressed into a hot, dense 
mass just a few millimeters across."
Global Britannica: ``Its essential feature is the emergence of the universe from a state of 
extremely high temperature and density: the so-called big bang ..."
NASA webpage:``Was the Big Bang an explosion?  No, the Big Bang was not an explosion. We 
don't know what, exactly, happened in the earliest times, but it was not an explosion in the usual 
way that people picture explosions. There was not a bunch of debris that sprang out, whizzing 
out into the surrounding space. In fact, there was no surrounding space. There was no debris 
strewn outwards. Space itself has been stretching and carrying material with it."





How did the “Big Bang” get its name ?
• Sir Fred Hoyle (1915–2001) English astronomer noted primarily for the 

theory of stellar nucleosynthesis (1946,54 groundbreaking papers)
• Work on Britain's radar project with Hermann Bondi and Thomas Gold
• William Fowler NP’83: “The concept of nucleosynthesis in stars was 

first established by Hoyle in 1946”
• He found the idea universe had a beginning to be pseudoscience, also 

arguments for a creator, “…for it's an irrational process, and can't be 
described in scientific terms”; “…belief in the first page of Genesis”

• Hoyle-Gold-Bondi 1948 steady state theory, “creation or C-field”
• BBC radio's Third Programme broadcast on 28 Mar 1949:                 

“… for this to happen you would need such a Big Bang!”

http://www.bbc.co.uk/science/space/universe/scientists/fred_hoyle



Thus:

Big Bang =  Impossible blow!!
But now:

Big Bang ≈  Inflation !

• Same underlying physics as in steady state theory, “creation or C-field”

• Richard C. Tolman, 1934: “Relativity, Thermodynamics, and Cosmology” 
Explained how a closed universe could equal zero energy: how all mass/energy 
is positive and all gravitational energy is negative and how they may cancel 
each other out, leading to a universe of zero energy

• Tolman–Oppenheimer–Volkoff (TOV) equation: constrains in GR the structure 
of a spherically symmetric body of isotropic material in static equilibrium 



Friedmann equations for modeling a homogeneous, 
isotropic universe:

derived from the 00 component of Einstein's Eqs, 
and 
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Miracle of Physics No. 1  

[Alan Guth, MIT]

“Gravity can be repulsive”
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Miracle of Physics No. 2

[Alan Guth, MIT]

“Energies are not always positive:  
the gravitational field
has negative energy” 



Astronomical confirmation:
“Planck 2015 results. XIII. Cosmological parameters” A&A 594, A13(2016); arXiv:1502.01589

Spatial curvature: But combining the Planck data with BAO:
|ΩK| < 0.005 ΩK = 0.000 ± 0.005 (95%, Planck TT+lowP+lensing+BAO)

This is unchanged when adding JLA supernovae data and the H0 prior:  H0 = (70.6 ± 3.3) km s−1Mpc−1

Combined constraints show impressive consistency with a flat universe:
• Total Energy of the Universe is zero with a precision of more than 0.5%
• In fact, our Universe appears to be spatially flat to a 1σ accuracy of 0.25 %
• Impressive confirmation of the theoretical arguments above

“The six-parameter base ΛCDM model continues to provide a very good match to the more extensive 
2015 Planck data, including polarization. This is the most important conclusion of Planck 2015 results”

By combining the Planck TT+lowP+lensing data with other astrophysical data, including the JLA 
supernovae, the Equation of State for dark energy is constrained to:    w = −1.006 ± 0.045  
It is compatible with a cosmological constant                                  ΛCDM cosmology



But there is another meaning for BB:        

The Big Bang Singularity !!



V A Belinsky, E M Lifshitz and I M Khalatnikov
Usp. Fiz. Nauk 80 391 (1963) [Sov. Phys. Usp. 6 495 (1964)]; Adv. Phys. 12 185 (1963);
Phys. Rev. Lett. 24 76 (1970); Usp. Fiz. Nauk 102 463 (1970) [Sov. Phys. Usp. 13 745 (1971)]

The analytical behaviour of the general solutions of the Einstein equations in the 
neighborhood of a singularity exhibits  the enigmatic phenomenon of an oscillatory 
approach to the singularity which has later become known as the Mixmaster Universe

Misner C W Phys. Rev. Lett 22 1071 (1969)

Belinsky-Khalatnikov-Lifshitz (BKL) singularity
• Universe oscillates around a gravitational singularity in which time and space become 

equal to zero 
• The singularity is not artificially created by the simplifications made by the other 

special solutions, such as the Friedmann–Lemaître–Robertson–Walker, quasi-
isotropic, and Kasner solutions 

• One of the principal problems studied by the Landau group (to which BKL belong): 
• whether relativistic cosmological models necessarily contain a time singularity 
• or time singularity is an artifact of the assumptions used to simplify these models



Singularity Theorems: Roger Penrose, Stephen Hawking, … 

Theorem 1 (Big Bang). Let (M,g) a global hyperbolic spacetime satisfying Rab
χaχb ≥ 0  for all temporal vectors χa   (Einstein’s Eqs. with the strong energy condit.) 
If there exists a spatial Cauchy C² hypersurface, Σ, for which the trace of the
intrinsic curvature satisfies K<C<0, C const., then no temporal curve starting from
Σ and going towards the past can have a length that is larger than 3/|C|. 
All temporal geodesics to the past are incomplete. 
[This is to say, under the conditions observed in our Universe (Hubble’s law) and admitting
the validity of General Relativity, our Universe had a begining]

Theorem 2 (Black Holes). Let (M,g) a global hyperbolic space-time satisfying Rab kakb ≥ 0 for all
lightlike vectors ka (Einstein’s Eqs. with the strong or the weak energy condit’s.). Let us assume that there
exists a spatial Cauchy C² hypersurface, Σ, and a trapped surface, and let θ0 be the maximum value of the
expansion over it. If θ0 < 0, then there exists at least a lightlike geodesic, which cannot be extended to the
future, and which is orthogonal to the trapped surface. Moreover, the value of the affine parameter, up to 
the point where the geodesic is no further extensible, is less than 2/|θ0|.                                                                                                   
[The existence of a non-extensible lightlike geodesic implies that there will be a photon which, starting
from that surface and after a time of travel proportional to 2/c|θ0|, will fall into a future time singularity.                                         
In absence of a theory of quantum gravity we cannot know the physical nature of the singularity.]

R Penrose,”Gravitational collapse and space-time singularities”, Phys Rev Lett 14 (1965) 57
S Hawking, GFR Ellis, “The Large Scale Structure of Space-Time” (Cambridge U P, 1973)
RM Wald, “General Relativity” (U Chicago P, 1984);    R Geroch, Ann Phys 48 (1968) 526
http://www.hawking.org.uk/the-beginning-of-time.html





On the BGV (Borde,Guth,Vilenkin) Theorem

• Inflationary cosmological models seem to invalidate the 
conditions of the singularity theorems [1981-83: Guth, 
Linde, Albrecht, Steinhardt, Vilenkin]

• In the 80’s, it was attempted (without success) to 
construct models that, starting from an exact dS  
solutions would be past eternal

• In 1994 Borde and Vilenkin proved an extended theorem: 
inflationary spacetimes are past geodesically incomplete 
 an initial singularity



•Key assumption: the energy-momentum tensor 
obeys the weak energy condition (WEC)

•But: quantum corrections to inflationary models 
seem to violate such condition when quantum 
fluctuations result in an increase of the Hubble 
parameter: dH/dt > 0                                          
(essential for chaotic inflation to be eternal !)
•Thus, WEC must be gener. violated in those models!
•What opens the door to a scape from the BV theorem



•This was the motivation for Borde, Guth & Vilenkin:   
Inflationary Spacetimes Are Incomplete in Past 
Directions,” PRL 90 (2003) 151301

•As the title indicates, they recovered the result of BV’94
•One must start from a “quasi dS” with a minimal 
condition of  “averaged expansion”:        Hav > 0

•The theorem can be extended to extra dimensions
•And to cyclic models [2002: Steinhardt-Turok; as Hav > 0]
•As a consequence, in all cases one gets initial geodesic 
incompleteness !     an origin



Creation of the Universe
… out of nothing !

What’s ‘nothing’ ??
• In fundamental classical physics, GR:

de Sitter sol. is the zero-energy sol. of Einstein’s Eqs.
• In quantum physics:

The vacuum state of a quantum system
• Of quantum spacetime Krauss-Wilczek ‘15, nope!
• Of a scalar field Hamiltonian (Higgs, inflaton, …)



Epoch Time T / Energy Stages since the very beginning
Planck < 10−43 s > 1032 K

> 1019 GeV
Time during which physics is assumed to have been dominated
by quantum effects of gravity

GUT < 10−36 s > 1016 GeV The three forces of the Standard Model are unified

Inflationary

Electroweak
< 10−32 s 1028 – 1022 K

Space expands by a factor of 1026 over a time of 10−33 to 10−32 s. 
Universe cools from 1027 down to 1022 K. Strong Force becomes
distinct from the Electroweak Force

Quark > 10−12 s 1012 K
Forces of the Standard Model have separated, but quarks cannot
coalesce into hadrons: they form a quark-gluon plasma. 
Highest energies observable in the Large Hadron Collider

Hadron 10−6 s – 1 s 1010 – 109 K Quarks are bound into hadrons. Slight matter-antimatter-asymmetry
(baryon asym) results in elimination of anti-hadrons

Lepton 1 s – 10 s 109 K Leptons and anti-leptons in thermal equilibrium; neutrino decoupling

Photon 10 s – 1013 s; 
< 380 ky 109 – 103 K Universe consists of a plasma of nuclei, electrons and photons; 

temperatures remain too high for the binding of electrons to nuclei

Nucleosynthesis 10 s – 103 s 10 – .1 MeV
1011 – 109 K Protons and neutrons are bound into primordial atomic nuclei

Matter domination 47 ky – 10 Gy 104 K – 4 K Energy density of matter dominates radiation density and dark
energy, resulting in a decelerated metric expansion of space

Recombination 380 ky 4000 K Neutral atoms form. Photons are no longer in thermal equilibrium with
matter, the universe first becomes transparent. CMB originates
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Our group work
According to the most recent and accurate astronomical observations, it is very likely that our 

universe had an origin from nothing (e.g., from a vacuum state of a tiny quantum system including 
space-time and a scalar field) some 13.8 billion years ago and is currently in accelerated expansion 

Recall the 2nd Friedmann Eq. Fluid
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Three possibilities for its fundamental parameter of state w  (w ≈ −1, obs.)
1. w=−1 cosmological constant case, the simplest and most natural in general relativity

• difficult to explain, need for a symmetry 
• the cosmological constant problem

2. w>−1 so-called quintessence case  
• ordinary, evolving scalar field

3. w<−1 the phantom case
• phantom field (negative kinetic energy)
• future singularities at finite (or infinite) time



1. If the universe is indeed in the LCDM era, it might remain in such era, 
becoming asymptotically de Sitter, i.e., a regular universe

2. For a phantom or quintessence dark energy era, four finite-time futures:
a. Big Rip (for a phantom dominated universe) or Type I singularity, R.R. 

Caldwell, Phys. Lett. B545, 23 (2002), and subsequent papers 
In the limit t=t_s (a finite value of time in the future) all quantities, as the scale
factor, effective energy density and pressure of the universe diverge

b. Sudden Singularity, or type II, discovered in J.D. Barrow, Class. Quant. 
Grav. 21 (2004) L79 
In the limit t=t_s, only the effective pressure of the universe becomes infinite

c.  Type III future singularity
For t = t_s, both effective energy density and pressure of the universe diverge



d. Type IV future singularity
In the limit t = t_s, scale factor, effective energy density, pressure do not diverge. 
However, higher derivatives of H become divergent, as discovered in 

S. Nojiri, S.D. Odintsov, S. Tsujikawa, Phys. Rev. D71 (2005) 063004
where a full classification was given. Eventually, the universe may survive the
passage through a type IV singularity Sudden Singularity, or type II, discovered in    
J.D. Barrow, Class. Quant. Grav. 21 (2004) L79 

3. Little Rip universe, where the future singularity occurs at infinite time 
Typically, when the scale factor increases rapidly, as a(t) = exp[exp(t)] or higher exp

P.H. Frampton, K.J. Ludwick and R.J. Scherrer, Phys. Rev. D84 (2011) 063003
I. Brevik, E. Elizalde, S. Nojiri, S.D. Odintsov, Phys. Rev. D84 (2011) 103508

Different combinations also possible, as an oscillating universe (bounce) 

Quantum gravity effects may affect this future evolution, preventing a Big Rip by 
quantum effects, E. Elizalde, S. Nojiri, S.D. Odintsov, Phys. Rev. D70 (2004) 043539        
or by a similar Casimir-type effect



 The first attempt to a unified description of the universe history has been given in 
work of our team: S Nojiri and SD Odintsov, PRD68(2003)123512; G Cognola, E 
Elizalde et al, PRD77(2008)046009. 

 The discovery of new type of finite-time future singularity and classification of such 
finite-time future singularities

 Proposal of new models of modified gravity as dark energy models: modified Gauss-
Bonnet gravity and F(R,T) gravity

 Quantum vacuum fluctuations, Casimir effect in different configurations

 Formulation of the cosmo-topological Casimir effect

 Groundbreaking results on zeta functions, extension of the Chowla-Selberg series 
formula

Some of our main results:



Some publications:
 S. Nojiri and S.D. Odintsov, Introduction to modified gravity and gravitational alternative for dark 

energy, International Journal of Geometric Methods in Modern Physics 4 (2007) 115 ( > 1600 cit)

 S. Nojiri and S.D. Odintsov, Modified gravity with negative and positive powers of the curvature: 
Unification of the inflation and of the cosmic acceleration, Phys. Rev. D 68 (2003) 123512 (> 1200 cit)

 S. Nojiri and S.D. Odintsov, Unified cosmic history in modified gravity: from F(R) theory to Lorentz non-
invariant models, Physics Reports 505 (2011) 59 (over 1300 cit)

 E. Elizalde, S. Nojiri, S.D. Odintsov, Late-time cosmology in (phantom) scalar-tensor theory: Dark 
energy and the cosmic speed-up, Phys.Rev.D70:043539,2004

 E. Elizalde, S.D. Odintsov, A. Romeo, A.A. Bytsenko and S. Zerbini, Zeta regularization techniques
with applications (World Scientific, Singapore, 1994).

 E. Elizalde, Ten physical applications of spectral zeta functions, 2nd Ed., Lecture Notes in Physics 855 
(Springer-Verlag, Berlin, 2012).



Thank You

Moltes Gràcies



Our recent work:

• INFLATIONARY UNIV. WITH A VISCOUS  FLUID 
AVOIDING SELF-REPRODUCTION, I Brevik, EE et al, 2016

•Self-reproduction of the universe means that the 
inflationary process has no way to finish; it can be also 
seen as a major problem:  inflation would never end

•Recently, an inflationary scenario which avoids the self-
reproduction problem has been proposed in: 
V. Mukhanov, Fortschritte der Physik 63, 1 (2014)         

arXiv:1409.2335



•Viscous fluids can be considered as a particular 
class of generalized fluids (with an inhomogeneous 
or time dependent EoS) [Nojiri,Odintsov,Brevik…]

•Inhomogeneous fluid cosmology may also be 
interpreted as a kind of modified gravity

•We derive the conditions for the existence of 
inflation, and those which at the same time prevent 
the occurrence of self-reproduction 

•We reproduce inflation by using an inhomogeneous 
EoS parameter and formulate the conditions for the 
existence of inflation without self-reproduction



In order to avoid self-reproduction in the inflationary universe the 
thermodynamic parameter ω(N) in the equation of state (EoS) is 
bound to satisfy the following requirements:

a) 1 + ω(N) = 1 at N = 1 (to have graceful exit)

b) 1 + ω(N) ≤ 2/3  at N = Nm (to solve the initial condition problem)

c) 1 + ω(N) << 1 for 1 < N < Nm (period of inflation)

d) 1 + ω(N) > ϵ(N) for 1 < N < Nm (no self-reproduction)



•We have considered what we believe is the 
simplest possibility for inflation without self-
reproduction

•We consider in the paper a universe with a bulk 
viscous cosmic fluid in flat FLRW 

•We first derive the conditions for the existence of 
inflation, and then those which, at the same time, 
prevent the occurrence of self-reproduction 

•Our theoretical model gives results which are in 
agreement with the latest data from PLANCK
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Some facts (a few rather surprising...)

Adam Riess, NP 2011, at Starmus (Tenerife), about Hubble:

“Hubble obtained the distances and redshifts of distant nebulae…”   

“Hubble discovered that the Universe was expanding…”    

 No mention to Vesto Slipher, an extraordinary astronomer

Brian Schmidt, NP 2011, at Starmus (Tenerife) &                      Lisa Randall, Harvard U, in Barcelona, about Einstein:

“Einstein was the first to think about the possibility of a ‘dark energy’…”   

 No mention to Fritz Zwicky, another extraordinary astronomer

Fritz Zwicky discovered dark matter in the early 1930s while studying how galaxies move within the Coma Cluster 

He was also the first to postulate and use nebulae as gravitational lenses (1937)

How easily* brilliant astronomers get dismissed

How easily* scientific myths arise                         *in few decades  













SHOES-Supernovae
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Hubble’s Law

At large scale, the dominant movement of our Universe is dictated by the law:

		    	    V = Ho D



 



Interpretation:    

Proper movement of the galaxies

Movement of the reference system, of space-time



Both are right! –But the second prevails at large distances



Ho =  (67.8 +/- 0.9) km/s/Mpc   [500 Hubble, 1929]
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Principles of General Relativity (GR) 

The principle of equivalence

Equivalence of masses: mi = md

Spacetime is a manifold, locally Minkowskian

gμν metric tensor or graviton field

The speed of light is constant, c

The principle of relativity

Lorentz invariance; Poincaré inv   − Galilean inv

Changing inertial reference frames, the equations of physics stay form-invariant

Vanishing torsion assumption (∇XY−∇YX=[X,Y])

Christoffel symbols are symmetric

Can be relaxed (Einstein-Cartan or string theory)

Reduction to Newton’s laws

To define the constants
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Wikipedia webpage: ``If the known laws of physics are extrapolated to the highest density regime, the result is a singularity ..."``Since Georges Lemaître first noted in 1927 that an expanding universe could be traced back in time to an originating single point, scientists have built on his idea ...“  ``Extrapolation of the expansion of the universe backwards in time using general relativity yields an infinite density and temperature at a finite time in the past ..."

French Wikipedia: ``De façon générale, le terme ``Big Bang" est associé à toutes les théories qui décrivent notre Univers comme issu d'une dilatation rapide qui fait penser à une explosion ..."

Italian versión: ``La fase iniziale calda e densa è denominata ``Big Bang" ..."

National Geographic: ``Before the big bang, scientists believe, the entire vastness of the observable universe, including all of its matter and radiation, was compressed into a hot, dense mass just a few millimeters across."

Global Britannica: ``Its essential feature is the emergence of the universe from a state of extremely high temperature and density: the so-called big bang ..." 

NASA webpage:``Was the Big Bang an explosion?  No, the Big Bang was not an explosion. We don't know what, exactly, happened in the earliest times, but it was not an explosion in the usual way that people picture explosions. There was not a bunch of debris that sprang out, whizzing out into the surrounding space. In fact, there was no surrounding space.  There was no debris strewn outwards. Space itself has been stretching and carrying material with it." 























How did the “Big Bang” get its name ? 

Sir Fred Hoyle (1915–2001) English astronomer noted primarily for the theory of stellar nucleosynthesis (1946,54 groundbreaking papers)

Work on Britain's radar project with Hermann Bondi and Thomas Gold

William Fowler NP’83: “The concept of nucleosynthesis in stars was first established by Hoyle in 1946”

He found the idea universe had a beginning to be pseudoscience, also arguments for a creator, “…for it's an irrational process, and can't be described in scientific terms”; “…belief in the first page of Genesis” 

Hoyle-Gold-Bondi 1948 steady state theory, “creation or C-field”

BBC radio's Third Programme broadcast on 28 Mar 1949:                 “… for this to happen you would need such a Big Bang!”

http://www.bbc.co.uk/science/space/universe/scientists/fred_hoyle
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Thus:         



		   Big Bang  =  Impossible blow!!

But now:         



		   Big Bang  ≈  Inflation !

Same underlying physics as in steady state theory, “creation or C-field”

Richard C. Tolman, 1934: “Relativity, Thermodynamics, and Cosmology” Explained how a closed universe could equal zero energy: how all mass/energy is positive and all gravitational energy is negative and how they may cancel each other out, leading to a universe of zero energy 

Tolman–Oppenheimer–Volkoff (TOV) equation: constrains in GR the structure of a spherically symmetric body of isotropic material in static equilibrium 











Friedmann equations for modeling a homogeneous, isotropic universe:



derived from the 00 component of Einstein's Eqs, and 



 (ρ+ )+ 

 derived from the first together with the trace of EEqs
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Miracle of Physics No. 1         





					   [Alan Guth, MIT]

“Gravity can be repulsive”













 (ρ+ )+ 

p 





















Miracle of Physics No. 2         





					   [Alan Guth, MIT]

“Energies are not always positive:  	the gravitational field 

	has negative energy” 













Astronomical confirmation:

“Planck 2015 results. XIII. Cosmological parameters” A&A 594, A13(2016); arXiv:1502.01589



 Spatial curvature:                 But combining the Planck data with BAO:

                |ΩK| < 0.005                         ΩK = 0.000 ± 0.005 (95%, Planck TT+lowP+lensing+BAO)



This is unchanged when adding JLA supernovae data and the H0 prior:  H0 = (70.6 ± 3.3) km s−1Mpc−1



Combined constraints show impressive consistency with a flat universe:

Total Energy of the Universe is zero with a precision of more than 0.5%

In fact, our Universe appears to be spatially flat to a 1σ accuracy of 0.25 %

Impressive confirmation of the theoretical arguments above



“The six-parameter base ΛCDM model continues to provide a very good match to the more extensive 

2015 Planck data, including polarization. This is the most important conclusion of Planck 2015 results”



By combining the Planck TT+lowP+lensing data with other astrophysical data, including the JLA 

supernovae, the Equation of State for dark energy is constrained to:    w = −1.006 ± 0.045  

It is compatible with a cosmological constant                                  ΛCDM cosmology













But there is another meaning for BB:        



 





		     The Big Bang Singularity !!











V A Belinsky, E M Lifshitz and I M Khalatnikov

Usp. Fiz. Nauk 80 391 (1963) [Sov. Phys. Usp. 6 495 (1964)];  Adv. Phys. 12 185 (1963);

Phys. Rev. Lett. 24 76 (1970); Usp. Fiz. Nauk 102 463 (1970) [Sov. Phys. Usp. 13 745 (1971)]

The analytical behaviour of the general solutions of the Einstein equations in the neighborhood of a singularity exhibits  the enigmatic phenomenon of an oscillatory approach to the singularity which has later become known as the Mixmaster Universe



Misner C W Phys. Rev. Lett 22 1071 (1969)

Belinsky-Khalatnikov-Lifshitz (BKL) singularity

Universe oscillates around a gravitational singularity in which time and space become equal to zero 

The singularity is not artificially created by the simplifications made by the other special solutions, such as the Friedmann–Lemaître–Robertson–Walker, quasi-isotropic, and Kasner solutions 

One of the principal problems studied by the Landau group (to which BKL belong): 

whether relativistic cosmological models necessarily contain a time singularity 

or time singularity is an artifact of the assumptions used to simplify these models











Singularity Theorems: Roger Penrose, Stephen Hawking, … 

Theorem 1 (Big Bang). Let (M,g) a global hyperbolic spacetime satisfying Rab χaχb ≥ 0  for all temporal vectors χa   (Einstein’s Eqs. with the strong energy condit.) If there exists a spatial Cauchy C² hypersurface, Σ, for which the trace of the intrinsic curvature satisfies K<C<0, C const., then no temporal curve starting from Σ and going towards the past can have a length that is larger than 3/|C|.                                 All temporal geodesics to the past are incomplete. 

[This is to say, under the conditions observed in our Universe (Hubble’s law) and admitting the validity of General Relativity, our Universe had a begining]

Theorem 2 (Black Holes). Let (M,g) a global hyperbolic space-time satisfying Rab kakb ≥ 0  for all lightlike vectors ka (Einstein’s Eqs. with the strong or the weak energy condit’s.). Let us assume that there exists a spatial Cauchy C² hypersurface, Σ, and a trapped surface, and let θ0 be the maximum value of the expansion over it. If θ0 < 0, then there exists at least a lightlike geodesic, which cannot be extended to the future, and which is orthogonal to the trapped surface. Moreover, the value of the affine parameter, up to the point where the geodesic is no further extensible, is less than 2/|θ0|.                                                                                                   [The existence of a non-extensible lightlike geodesic implies that there will be a photon which, starting                      from that surface and after a time of travel proportional to 2/c|θ0|, will fall into a future time singularity.                                         In absence of a theory of quantum gravity we cannot know the physical nature of the singularity.]







R Penrose,”Gravitational collapse and space-time singularities”, Phys Rev Lett 14 (1965) 57

S Hawking, GFR Ellis, “The Large Scale Structure of Space-Time” (Cambridge U P, 1973) 

RM Wald, “General Relativity” (U Chicago P, 1984);    R Geroch, Ann Phys 48 (1968) 526 

http://www.hawking.org.uk/the-beginning-of-time.html























On the BGV (Borde,Guth,Vilenkin) Theorem

Inflationary cosmological models seem to invalidate the conditions of the singularity theorems [1981-83: Guth, Linde, Albrecht, Steinhardt, Vilenkin]

In the 80’s, it was attempted (without success) to construct models that, starting from an exact dS  solutions would be past eternal

In 1994 Borde and Vilenkin proved an extended theorem: inflationary spacetimes are past geodesically incomplete     an initial singularity
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Key assumption: the energy-momentum tensor obeys the weak energy condition (WEC)

But: quantum corrections to inflationary models seem to violate such condition when quantum fluctuations result in an increase of the Hubble parameter: dH/dt > 0                                          (essential for chaotic inflation to be eternal !)

Thus, WEC must be gener. violated in those models!

What opens the door to a scape from the BV theorem
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This was the motivation for Borde, Guth & Vilenkin:   Inflationary Spacetimes Are Incomplete in Past Directions,” PRL 90 (2003) 151301

As the title indicates, they recovered the result of BV’94

One must start from a “quasi dS” with a minimal condition of  “averaged expansion”:        Hav > 0

The theorem can be extended to extra dimensions

And to cyclic models [2002: Steinhardt-Turok; as Hav > 0]

As a consequence, in all cases one gets initial geodesic incompleteness !       an origin
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Creation of the Universe

… out of nothing !

                              What’s ‘nothing’ ??

In fundamental classical physics, GR:

       de Sitter sol. is the zero-energy sol. of Einstein’s Eqs.   

In quantum physics:

	 The vacuum state of a quantum system

Of quantum spacetime   Krauss-Wilczek ‘15, nope!

Of a scalar field Hamiltonian (Higgs, inflaton, …)
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		Epoch		Time		T / Energy		Stages since the very beginning

		Planck		< 10−43 s		> 1032 K
> 1019 GeV		Time during which physics is assumed to have been dominated by quantum effects of gravity

		GUT		< 10−36 s		> 1016 GeV		The three forces of the Standard Model are unified

		Inflationary
Electroweak		< 10−32 s		1028 – 1022 K		Space expands by a factor of 1026 over a time of 10−33 to 10−32 s. Universe cools from 1027 down to 1022 K.     Strong Force becomes distinct from the Electroweak Force

		Quark		> 10−12 s		1012 K		Forces of the Standard Model have separated, but quarks cannot coalesce into hadrons: they form a quark-gluon plasma.           Highest energies observable in the Large Hadron Collider

		Hadron		10−6 s – 1 s		1010 – 109 K		Quarks are bound into hadrons. Slight matter-antimatter-asymmetry (baryon asym) results in elimination of anti-hadrons

		Lepton		1 s – 10 s		109 K		Leptons and anti-leptons in thermal equilibrium; neutrino decoupling

		Photon		10 s – 1013 s;   < 380 ky		109 – 103 K		Universe consists of a plasma of nuclei, electrons and photons; temperatures remain too high for the binding of electrons to nuclei

		Nucleosynthesis		10 s – 103 s		10 – .1 MeV
1011 – 109 K		Protons and neutrons are bound into primordial atomic nuclei

		Matter domination		47 ky – 10 Gy		104 K – 4 K		Energy density of matter dominates radiation density and dark energy, resulting in a decelerated metric expansion of space

		Recombination		380 ky		4000 K		Neutral atoms form. Photons are no longer in thermal equilibrium with matter, the universe first becomes transparent. CMB originates
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Our group work

	  According to the most recent and accurate astronomical observations, it is very likely that our universe had an origin from nothing (e.g., from a vacuum state of a tiny quantum system including space-time and a scalar field) some 13.8 billion years ago and is currently in accelerated expansion 



Recall the 2nd Friedmann Eq.				       Fluid

 (ρ+ )+ 

p 

Three possibilities for its fundamental parameter of state w  (w ≈ −1, obs.)

w=−1 cosmological constant case, the simplest and most natural in general relativity

difficult to explain, need for a symmetry 

the cosmological constant problem

w>−1 so-called quintessence case  

ordinary, evolving scalar field

w<−1 the phantom case

phantom field (negative kinetic energy)

future singularities at finite (or infinite) time













If the universe is indeed in the LCDM era, it might remain in such era, becoming asymptotically de Sitter, i.e., a regular universe

For a phantom or quintessence dark energy era, four finite-time futures:

Big Rip (for a phantom dominated universe) or Type I singularity, R.R. Caldwell, Phys. Lett. B545, 23 (2002), and subsequent papers 

      In the limit t=t_s (a finite value of time in the future) all quantities, as the scale 	factor, effective energy density and pressure of the universe diverge 

Sudden Singularity, or type II, discovered in J.D. Barrow, Class. Quant. Grav. 21 (2004) L79 

	In the limit t=t_s, only the effective pressure of the universe becomes infinite

c.  Type III future singularity 

      For t = t_s, both effective energy density and pressure of the universe diverge











Type IV future singularity 

In the limit t = t_s, scale factor, effective energy density, pressure do not diverge. However, higher derivatives of H become divergent, as discovered in 				S. Nojiri, S.D. Odintsov, S. Tsujikawa, Phys. Rev. D71 (2005) 063004  		where a full classification was given. Eventually, the universe may survive the 	passage through a type IV singularity Sudden Singularity, or type II, discovered in    	J.D. Barrow, Class. Quant. Grav. 21 (2004) L79 

3. Little Rip universe, where the future singularity occurs at infinite time 

Typically, when the scale factor increases rapidly, as a(t) = exp[exp(t)] or higher exp 	P.H. Frampton, K.J. Ludwick and R.J. Scherrer, Phys. Rev. D84 (2011) 063003                	I. Brevik, E. Elizalde, S. Nojiri, S.D. Odintsov, Phys. Rev. D84 (2011) 103508 

Different combinations also possible, as an oscillating universe (bounce) 

Quantum gravity effects may affect this future evolution, preventing a Big Rip by quantum effects, E. Elizalde, S. Nojiri, S.D. Odintsov, Phys. Rev. D70 (2004) 043539        or by a similar Casimir-type effect













The first attempt to a unified description of the universe history has been given in work of our team: S Nojiri and SD Odintsov, PRD68(2003)123512; G Cognola, E Elizalde et al, PRD77(2008)046009. 

The discovery of new type of finite-time future singularity and classification of such finite-time future singularities

Proposal of new models of modified gravity as dark energy models: modified Gauss-Bonnet gravity and F(R,T) gravity

Quantum vacuum fluctuations, Casimir effect in different configurations

Formulation of the cosmo-topological Casimir effect

Groundbreaking results on zeta functions, extension of the Chowla-Selberg series formula

Some of our main results:











Some publications:

S. Nojiri and S.D. Odintsov, Introduction to modified gravity and gravitational alternative for dark energy, International Journal of Geometric Methods in Modern Physics 4 (2007) 115 ( > 1600 cit)

S. Nojiri and S.D. Odintsov, Modified gravity with negative and positive powers of the curvature: Unification of the inflation and of the cosmic acceleration, Phys. Rev. D 68 (2003) 123512 (> 1200 cit)

S. Nojiri and S.D. Odintsov, Unified cosmic history in modified gravity: from F(R) theory to Lorentz non-invariant models, Physics Reports 505 (2011) 59 (over 1300 cit)

E. Elizalde, S. Nojiri, S.D. Odintsov, Late-time cosmology in (phantom) scalar-tensor theory: Dark energy and the cosmic speed-up, Phys.Rev.D70:043539,2004

E. Elizalde, S.D. Odintsov, A. Romeo, A.A. Bytsenko and S. Zerbini, Zeta regularization techniques with applications (World Scientiﬁc, Singapore, 1994).

E. Elizalde, Ten physical applications of spectral zeta functions, 2nd Ed., Lecture Notes in Physics 855 (Springer-Verlag, Berlin, 2012).
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Our recent work:

INFLATIONARY UNIV. WITH A VISCOUS  FLUID AVOIDING SELF-REPRODUCTION, I Brevik, EE et al, 2016

Self-reproduction of the universe means that the inflationary process has no way to finish; it can be also seen as a major problem:  inflation would never end

Recently, an inflationary scenario which avoids the self-reproduction problem has been proposed in: 

  V. Mukhanov, Fortschritte der Physik 63, 1 (2014)         	arXiv:1409.2335
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Viscous fluids can be considered as a particular class of generalized fluids (with an inhomogeneous or time dependent EoS) [Nojiri,Odintsov,Brevik…]

Inhomogeneous fluid cosmology may also be interpreted as a kind of modified gravity 

We derive the conditions for the existence of inflation, and those which at the same time prevent the occurrence of self-reproduction 

We reproduce inflation by using an inhomogeneous EoS parameter and formulate the conditions for the existence of inflation without self-reproduction 











In order to avoid self-reproduction in the inflationary universe the thermodynamic parameter ω(N) in the equation of state (EoS) is bound to satisfy the following requirements:



1 + ω(N) = 1  at N = 1 (to have graceful exit)



b)  1 + ω(N) ≤ 2/3  at N = Nm (to solve the initial condition problem)



c)  1 + ω(N) << 1  for 1 < N < Nm (period of inflation)



d)  1 + ω(N) > ϵ(N)  for 1 < N < Nm (no self-reproduction)











We have considered what we believe is the simplest possibility for inflation without self-reproduction

We consider in the paper a universe with a bulk viscous cosmic fluid in flat FLRW 

We first derive the conditions for the existence of inflation, and then those which, at the same time, prevent the occurrence of self-reproduction 

Our theoretical model gives results which are in  agreement with the latest data from PLANCK 
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